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The limited customization programme
for your Mercedes-Benz SLS AMG

CORMEUM



MANSORY Cormeum – super sports car in a striking carbon shell

660 HP and 90 kg less weight are only two unique 

selling features of this exceptional automobile which 

is limited to 15 vehicles in a class of its own. 

In order to meet the increased requirements of the sports 

car when it comes to light weight and torsional stiffness, 

Kourosh Mansory’s team optimises almost the entire 

car body and even replaces the roof and gull-wing doors 

with ultra-light designs, which were developed in-house. 

A MANSORY front spoiler replaces the production series 

bumper and due to its well engineered shape, it reduces 

the lift at the front axle. Larger air inlets in connection 

with a new LED light unit provide the two-seater with an 

even more sporty appearance.  Additionally, the air inlets 

supply the enlarged radiators with the increased demand 

for fresh air and subsequently channel the air out from 

underneath the new bonnet.  MANSORY also replaces 

the front and rear wings with broader, newly designed 

light-weight components. This widens the Cormeum  by 

66 mm at the front axle and an impressive 84 mm at the 

rear axle.  MANSORY side skirts make the two-seater 

appear even lower and longer, and draw even more thrilling 

attention to the rims.  The rear has also been significantly 

redesigned by the aerodynamic engineers at MANSORY. 

The rear apron has been exchanged and a race diffuser 

provides the additional downforce. A rear spoiler with 

carbon flaps completes the overall aerodynamic package. 
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Interior

As usual, MANSORY turns the interior into a highly 

functional control centre with quality and innovative 

design that is second to none. Only the finest materials 

find their way into the car’s interior, ensuring the 

greatest sense of comfort. Master craftsmen apply 

their skills using leather that is extremely durable, 

yet exceptionally soft. The characteristic, natural 

product with its special grain and perfect decorative 

stitching by the hands of a true professional, convey 

a stylish elegance all around the newly designed 

airbag steering wheel. The aluminium pedal system 

and the real carbon applications complete the 

luxurious overall impression of the Cormeum.
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Fully forged & Alloy Wheels

The extended wheel houses of the MANSORY 

Cormeum are filled with exclusively forged 

wheels with central locking system. The 9x20 inch 

wheels with 265/30 tyres at the front and 11x21 

inch wheels with 295/25 tyres at the rear axle are 

provided by Michelin, MANSORY’s partner. 

Thanks to new suspension and shock absorbers, 

Cormeum’s centre of gravity is 20 mm 

lower than the basic model and therefore 

emphasises the exclusive rims even more.
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High Performance

Core part of the engine modification is the 

installation of the high-performance compressor 

units. A sports air filter and a stainless steel sports 

exhaust system are also utilised. These components 

are precisely adjusted to one another with the 

help of a new characteristics map for the engine’s 

electronic system. Reaching its top performance of 

660 HP/485 kW and a maximum torque of 4,850 

RPM, the MANSORY engine meets exactly what its 

ambitious motor sports clientele is looking for.  
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Company owner and namesake Kourosh Mansory and 
his team have been customising exclusive car brands 
since 1989. MANSORY stands for high-tech production 
combined with master craftsmanship and the finest 
materials. Harmoniously designed aerodynamics 
packages, ultra-light aluminium wheel rims and 
powerful engine performance upgrades form the 
basis of the company’s technology range. Top-quality 
accessories and stylish interiors complete the range.

Technology partners:

W W W. M A N S O R Y. C O M 
MORE THAN TRADITION, MORE THAN RACING


